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James Baldwin: why Beale Street still talks
The writer’s work remains hugely relevant, particularly in today’s charged racial atmosphere

Diana Evans JANUARY 31, 2019

James Baldwin never goes out of fashion. This might seem an enviable attribute for a writer to
sustain posthumously, if it were not for a predominant reason why. He is a soldier, a comrade. He
is a brother-in-arms in a war that doesn’t end. Along with Toni Morrison, Angela Davis, Richard
Wright, Nina Simone, Langston Hughes, Maya Angelou and many others, Baldwin is among those
foremost in an army of artists and activists who have challenged, fought and assuaged racism and
become icons of “black struggle”. As the struggle continues and does not appear to be concluding
any time soon, Baldwin’s work is as relevant and prevailing as ever.
The latest landmark in the mounting homage and salutation to Baldwin’s writing is Oscar-winning
Barry Jenkins’s adaptation of his penultimate novel If Beale Street Could Talk. Set in Harlem in
the 1970s, it’s a mournful, limpid, at times excruciating portrayal of an engaged young couple,
Fonny and Tish (played by Stephan James and KiKi Layne), who are separated by Fonny’s sudden
incarceration after being falsely accused of rape, leaving Tish to weather pregnancy alone. The film
successfully mirrors the book’s oscillating, dreamy atmosphere, capturing the childlike innocence
of Tish’s love-soaked narrative voice which accentuates the cruelty of the world around them. She
asks, late in the novel, Fonny still hopelessly imprisoned and childbirth close, “What happened
here? Surely, this land is cursed.”
The land she is referring to, of course, is America. And approaching 50 years on it may indeed still
appear so, floundering as it is in the grip of a dubious populist presidency, its sprays of
government-tolerated shootings, its ever-growing collection of dead black men. One of the most
chilling moments in Jenkins’s adaptation is a confrontation that occurs between Fonny and the
police officer who gets him sent down, Officer Bell. His eyes seethe with hatred, he has a stiff, Nazi
strut, and he could easily be imagined walking straight offset to play the starring role in any
random police killing on contemporary US soil (Eric Garner, Michael Brown, Freddie Gray, Alton
Sterling, Walter Scott, the list goes on). This stark resemblance to our time is also what makes

Raoul Peck’s 2016 documentary about Baldwin, I Am Not Your Negro, even more difficult to
watch: here the footage of baton-beatings and the sad dark photographs of long-ago lynchings are
real, and what’s more, the sentiment behind those lynchings seems far from quashed (as we have
seen from this week’s brutal attack of Empire star Jussie Smollett).
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Jenkins had already written the Beale Street script well before he released Moonlight, the film that
made his name, citing Baldwin as his “personal school of life”. Ta-Nehisi Coates used the epistolary
address of Baldwin’s seminal essay volume The Fire Next Time as a template for his stirring,
National Book Award-winning memoir Between the World and Me, and in 2017 Jesmyn Ward
edited and published a collection of essays on race in modern America called The Fire This Time,
underscoring how pertinent that text remains. No one else articulates with quite the same
inexhaustible clarity the outrage, hardship, and fury of existing on the receiving end of race, the
sense of being endangered, at best truncated, both physically and spiritually, on a most
fundamental level. It is a state of being that crosses global boundaries and whose ramifications are
manifold and timeless, deeming Baldwin a classic, universal voice, cherished and held close by
millions.

His writing usually makes me cry, his perfect use of a

Blackness claimed them with
its trouble, and its insidious
lie that that trouble
belonged only to blackness

careful word, the way he uses colons, the way he uses
positioning and repetition and pattern, how all of it
manifests in a shrewd, precise expression of a
victimised yet triumphant humanity. One of my
favourite descriptions in Beale Street is Tish’s image
of Fonny and his friends: “They were always coming
down the street, in rags, bleeding, full of lumps”.

There is a disarming immediacy in that phrase, “coming down the street”, it is slightly colloquial,
vague and exact at the same time, evoking so many groups of young black men coming down so
many streets, like soldiers, armed with an inner humour and defiance and the tightly held
tenderness of those, like Tish, who love them, lumps and all.
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Born in New York in 1924, Baldwin grew up in poverty in Harlem, the eldest of nine children, and
was a gifted Pentecostal preacher prior to being a writer, though he eventually left the church,
deeming it a reinforcement of institutionalised modes of oppression. A novelist, essayist,
playwright and short-story writer, during his lifetime he became a kind of literary spokesman for
the civil rights movement, appearing on the cover of Time magazine in 1963 and forming
friendships with Malcolm X, Martin Luther King and Medgar Evers, all of whom were assassinated,
which he was trying to address in his unfinished manuscript “Remember This House”, the basis for
I Am Not Your Negro. “His writing became polemical,” the American author and critic Hilton Als
noted recently, having curated an exhibition of photography of Baldwin at the David Zwirner
Gallery in New York, depicting the writer in private moments, with family and friends, beyond the

clamour of his almost messianic public persona. The show is an attempt to “give him back to
himself”, after effectively being stolen by the harsh and urgent lights of the ongoing cause he found
himself fighting for, an unavoidable cause, standing directly in the path, not just of his survival, but
of his ability to create. “I have not written about being a Negro at such length because I expect that
to be my only subject,” Baldwin wrote in Notes of a Native Son, “but only because it was the gate I
had to unlock before I could hope to write about anything else.”
Baldwin’s characters are white, black, both, gay, straight, bi, male, female. In an impressive stream
of stories and novels — Giovanni’s Room, Another Country, Go Tell It on the Mountain, Just
Above My Head — he inhabits all of these characters with a seemingly boundless reach of
compassion, ascribing to Henry James’s assertion in The Art of Fiction, “the province of art is all
life, all feeling, all observation, all vision”. Yet he grappled throughout his career with the
imposition, the imprisonment, of race, his craftsmanship being, if not upstaged, at least
manoeuvred by its implicit activism, a little like his friend Nina Simone who deep-down just really
wanted to be a classical pianist but also found herself a soldier, battling a force with her music that
jeopardised the music itself, changed it, moulded it, and perhaps even, by a default of fury, made it
greater.
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Blackness claimed them with its trouble, and its insidious lie that that trouble belonged only to
blackness. It is the same lie that perpetually, almost unthinkingly, affixes the theme of race to the
work of black writers whether or not they choose to write about race, implying that the work of
white or non-black writers is not also about race, when of course it is, in the luxury of its apparent
absence that has been made possible by racism. Race is like air, we all breathe it, but the long-held
assumption is that the “black struggle” is somehow self-contained, that it is not a world struggle, a
peace-call, a societal imbalance in which all of us are implicated.
This is akin to what Baldwin was referring to in his hope for “a moral change” in America, which he
did not see in his lifetime: an acknowledgment of how the subjugation of blackness has facilitated
the relative comfort of whiteness, how the imprisoned have sustained the free. “Not once have the
Civilised been able to honour, recognise, or describe the Savage,” he wrote in 1984, three years
before his death. “He is, practically speaking, the source of their wealth, his continued subjugation
the key to their power and glory.” Unwilling to accept the impact of this injustice on his life and on
his writing (he once said in an interview with the poet Nikki Giovanni that he could never write
when he was in his hometown of New York), Baldwin lived for many years in southern France in a

self-imposed exile, but America and its “Negro problem” remained at the epicentre of his work. He
was inseparable from it. It was inside him, and in making his art he was manifesting, insisting
upon his freedom within it, even as he was still imprisoned. Did he ever fully open that gate and
walk through to the other side of what seemed possible? I sense that he did, just from the way he
uses colons, the audaciousness and certainty in those little decisions he made in those particular
moments, the full possession of language.
If Baldwin were alive today, it is doubtful that he would detect enough of the moral change that he
was looking for. He might wearily go to his typewriter and sit down and write a story about an Eric
Garner or another real-life Fonny. Or he might read his harrowing “Going To Meet The Man”,
which is a story I will never forget reading and will read again and again to help me remember the
luxury of my liberty — and shake his head at how a writer could write such a horrific story and 50
years later come back and write another story maybe not so very different from it. He might think
that, given this, it will never, ever be possible for anyone to really be free, of the past, and of the
obligation to activism, be it inside or outside of our art.
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